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Abstrat
We deal with the task of supervised learning if the data is of fun-
tional type. The ruial point is the hoie of the appropriate tting
method (also alled learner). Boosting is a stepwise tehnique that om-
bines learners in suh a way that the omposite  boosted  learner out-
performs the single learner. This an be done by either reweighting the
examples or with the help of a gradient desent tehnique. In this pa-
per, we explain how to extend Boosting methods to problems that involve
funtional data.
Keywords: Funtional Data Analysis, Boosting
1 A Short Introdution to Boosting
The task is the following: We try to estimate a relationship
F : X → Y (1)
based on a nite set S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} ⊂ X × Y of observations. A
popular strategy is to x a lass of funtions F and to minimize the empirial
risk
1
n
n∑
i=1
L(yi, f(xi)) (2)
over all elements f ∈ F . Here
L : Y × Y → R (3)
is a loss funtion. Sometimes, a regularization term r(f) is added to (2). We all
tting methods like this learners. Popular examples for multivariate data are
trees, support vetor mahines or smoothing splines. The hoie of the learner
is ruial, as too omplex learners lead to overtting, whilst 'weak' learners
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fail to apture the relevant struture. The term weak learner has its seeds in
the mahine learning literature. In lassiation problems, a weak learner is a
learner that is slightly better than random guessing. (The exat denition an
be found in e.g. [MR03℄.) For regression problems, we might think of a learner
that has a high bias ompared to its variane, or a learner that has only a few
degrees of freedom.
The basi idea of Boosting is to proeed stepwise and to ombine weak learners
in suh a way that the omposite  boosted  learner
fM (x) =
M∑
m=1
αm · gm(x) (4)
(or sign(f) for lassiation problems) performs better than the single weak
learners gm. The single learners are usually alled base learners and M is
alled the number of Boosting iterations. The learners gm and the weights αm
are hosen adaptively from the data. AdaBoost [FS97℄  the rst Boosting
algorithm  is designed for lassiation problems. It is presented in algorithm
1. The weak base learner is repeatedly applied to the weighted training sample
S . Points whih were hard to approximate in step m are given higher weights
in the next iteration step. For some learners, it is not possible to ompute a
Algorithm 1 AdaBoost
Input: sample S, weak learner, M , initial weights D1(xi) = 1/n
for m = 1, . . . ,M do
Fit a funtion gm to the weighted sample (S,Dm) using the weak learner
Compute the weighted error
ǫm =
n∑
i=1
Dm(xi)I{yi 6=gm(xi)} .
Set αm = ln
(
1−ǫm
ǫm
)
.
Update the weights:
Dm+1(xi) = Dm(xi) exp (−αmyigm(xi)) .
end for
return h(x) = sign
(∑M
m=1 αmgm(x)
)
.
weighted loss. Instead, in eah step we draw with replaement a sample of size
n from S and use the weights Dm as probabilities.
It an be shown [Bre98, Bre99℄ that Boosting is a forward stage-wise tting
method using gradient desent tehniques. More preisely, in eah step we t a
weak learner to xi and the negative gradient
ui = −
∂L(yi, f)
∂f
∣∣∣∣
f=fm(xi)
(5)
of the loss funtion (3). The onnetion between Boosting and gradient de-
sent methods has lead to a wide range of new algorithms [Fri01℄, notably for
regression problems. Note that if we use the quadrati loss
L(y, y′) =
1
2
(y − y′)
2
,
the negative gradient is simply the vetor of residuals, i.e. we iteratively t the
residuals using a weak learner. This method is alled L2Boost [BY03, Fri01℄
and is presented in algorithm 2. Boosting with the loss funtion
Algorithm 2 L2Boost
Input: sample S, weak learner, M
Fit a funtion g1(x), using the weak learner and set f1 = g1.
for m=1,. . . ,M do
Compute the residuals
ui = yi − fm(xi) , i = 1, . . . , n .
Fit a funtion gm+1 to (xi, ui) by using a weak learner
Update
fm+1 = fm(x) + gm+1(x) .
end for
return fM =
∑M
m=1 gm(x)
L(y, y′) = log (1 + exp(−yy′)) ,
is suited for lassiation problems and alled LogitBoost [FHT00℄(see algorithm
3). The funtion fM is an estimate of one-half of the log-odds ratio
1
2
log
(
P (Y = 1|X = x)
1− P (Y = 1|X = x)
)
.
As a onsequene, this lassiation algorithm also produes estimates of the
lass probabilities P (Y = 1|X = x). Generi Boosting algorithms for a general
loss funtion an be found in [BY03, Fri01℄.
How do we obtain the optimal number of Boosting iterations? One possibility
is to use ross validation. Depending on the data, this an lead to high om-
putational osts. If we use L2Boost, it is possible to ompute the degrees of
freedom of the Boosting algorithm [BY03, Büh06℄. As a onsequene, we an
use model seletion riteria as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
Algorithm 3 LogitBoost
Input: sample S, weak learner, M
Initialize probabilities p1(xi) = 1/2 and set f0(x) = 0
for m=1,. . . ,M do
Compute weights and negative gradients
Dm(xi) = pm(xi) (1− pm(xi))
ui =
yi − pm(xi)
Dm(xi)
, i = 1, . . . , n .
Fit a regression funtion gm to (xi, ui) by weighted least squares
Update
fm = fm−1(x) +
1
2
gm(x) ,
pm+1(xi) = (1 + exp /−2fm(xi)))−1 .
end for
return fM
2 Funtional Data Analysis
The ontent of this setion is ondensed from [RS05℄. We speak of funtional
data if the variables that we observe are urves. Let us rst onsider the ase
that only the preditor samples xi are urves, that is
xi ∈ X = {x : T → R} .
Examples for this type of data are time series, temperature urves or near infra
red spetra. We usually assume that the funtions fulll a regularity ondition,
and in the rest of the paper, we onsider the Hilbert spae X = L2(T ) of all
square-integrable funtions T → R.
2.1 How to Derive Funtions from Observations?
In most appliations, we do not measure a urve, but disrete values of a urve.
An important step in the analysis of funtional data is therefore the transfor-
mation of the disretized objets to smooth funtions. The general approah is
the following: We represent eah example as a linear ombination
xi(t) =
Kx∑
l=1
cilψl(t) (6)
of a set of base funtions ψ1, . . . , ψKx . The oeents cil are then estimated
by using (penalized) least squares. The most frequently used base funtions are
Fourier expansions, B-splines, wavelets and polynomials. A dierent possibility
is to derive an orthogonal basis diretly from the data. This an be done by
using funtional prinipal omponent analysis.
2.2 Inferene from Funtional Data
We only onsider linear relationships (1), i.e. in the regression setting (Y = R),
elements f ∈ F = L2(T ) are assumed to be linear (up to an interept) and
ontinuous. As F is a Hilbert spae, it follows that any funtion f ∈ F is of the
form
f(x(t)) = β0 +
∫
T
β(t)x(t)dt . (7)
In the two-lass lassiation setting (Y = {±1}), we use sign(f) instead of f .
As already mentioned in Set. 1, we estimate f or β by minimizing the empirial
risk (2). Note that this is an ill-posed problem, as there are (in general) innitely
many funtions β that t the data perfetly. There is obviously a need for
regularization, in order to avoid overtting. We an solve this problem by using
a base expansion of both the preditor variable xi(t) as in (6) and the funtion
β(t) =
Kβ∑
l=1
blψl(t) . (8)
This transforms (2) into a parametri problem. If we use the quadrati loss,
this is a matrix problem: We set
C = (cij) , J =
(∫
T
ψi(t)ψj(t)dt
)
, Z = CJ .
It follows that (for entered data)
~ˆb =
(
ZtZ
)−1
Zty . (9)
As already mentioned, we have to regularize this problem. There are two pos-
sibilities: We an either onstrain the number of base funtions in (8). That is,
we demand that Kβ ≪ Kx. However, we show in Set. 3 that this strategy an
lead to trivial results in the Boosting setting. The seond possibility is to add
a penalty term r(f) to the empirial risk (2). If we onsider funtional data, it
is ommon to use a penalty term of the form
r(β) = λ
∫
T
(
β(k)(t)
)2
dt .
Here β(k) is the kth derivative of β  provided that this derivative exists. The
hoie of k depends on the data at hand and our expert knowledge on the
problem.
Finally, let us briey mention how to model a linear relationship (1) if both the
preditor and response variable are funtional. We onsider funtions
f : L2(T ) → L2(T )
f(x(t)) = α(t) +
∫
T
β(s, t)x(s)ds .
We estimate β by expanding yi, xi, α in terms of a basis and by representing β
by
β(s, t) =
K1∑
k=1
K2∑
l=1
bklψk(s)ψl(t) .
The optimal oeients bkl are determined using the loss funtion
L(y, y′) =
∫
T
(y(t)− y′(t))
2
dt .
Again, we have to regularize in order to obtain smooth estimates that do not
overt.
3 Funtional Boosting
In order to apply a Boosting tehnique to funtional data, we have to extend
the notion 'weak learner'. In the lassiation setting, we an adopt the loose
denition from Set. 1. A weak learner is a learner that is slightly better
than random. What are examples of weak learners? Note that it is possible to
apply most of the multivariate data analysis tools to funtional data. We use
a nite-dimensional approximation as in (6) and simply apply any appropriate
algorithm. In this way, it is possible to use stumps (that is, lassiation trees
with one node) or neural networks as base learners.
In the regression setting, we propose the following denition: A weak learner
is a learner that has only a few degrees of freedom. Examples inlude the two
regularized least squares algorithms presented in Set. 2  restrition of the
number of base funtions in (8) or addition of a penalty term to (2). Note
however that the rst method leads to trivial results if we use L2Boost. The
learner is simply the projetion of y onto the spae that is spanned by the
olumns of Z (reall (9)). Consequently, the y-residuals are orthogonal on Z
and after one step, the Boosting solution does not hange anymore. Another
example of a weak learner is the following [Büh06℄: In eah Boosting step, we
only selet one base funtion using xi and the residuals ui. To selet this base
funtion, we estimate the regression oeients bj of
ui ∼ bj
∫
T
xi(t)ψj(t)dt , j = 1, . . . ,Kβ . (10)
We hoose the base funtion that minimizes the empirial risk (2). For entered
data, this equals
m∗ = argmin
j
n∑
i=1
L
(
ui, bˆj
∫
T
ψj(t)xi(t)dt
)
bˆj = Least Squares estimate of bj in (10)
Boosting for multivariate data with this kind of weak learner has been studied
in e.g. [Büh06℄.
If the response variable is funtional, we an adopt the same denition of weak
learner as in the regression setting: A weak learner is a learner that uses only a
few degrees of freedom.
4 Example: Speeh Reognition
This example is taken from [BBW05℄. The data onsists of 48 reordings of the
word 'Yes' and 52 reordings of the word 'No'. One reording is represented
by a disretized time series of length 8192. The data an be downloaded from
http://www.math.univ-montp2.fr/~biau/bbwdata.tgz. All alulations are
performed using R [R D04℄.
The task is to nd a lassiation rule that assigns the orret word to eah time
series. We apply the LogitBoost algorithm to this data set. First, we represent
the time series in terms of a Fourier basis expansion of dimension Kx = 100.
We opted to inlude a lot of basis funtions, as experiments indiate that the
results of LogitBoost are insensitive to the addition of possibly irrelevant basis
funtions. The weak learner is a lassiation tree with two nal nodes. The
mislassiation rate was estimated using 10fold ross-validation (v). Figure 1
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Figure 1: Cross validated error for the speeh reognition problem. The optimal
number of Boosting iterations is Mopt = 24.
shows the ross-validated error as a funtion of the number of Boosting itera-
tions. The minimal v error over all Boosting iterations is 0.1, obtained after
24 Boosting iterations. This is the same error rate that is reported in [BBW05℄.
There, a funtional k-nearest-neighbor-algorithm is applied to the data. Fi-
nally, we remark that the v error urve stays rather at after the minimum is
attained. This seems to be a feature of all Boosting methods. As a onsequene,
the seletion of the optimal number of Boosting iterations an be done quite
easily.
5 Conlusion
The extension of Boosting methods to funtional data is straightforward. After
hoosing a base algorithm (whih we alled a weak learner), we iteratively t
the data by either applying this algorithm to reweighted samples or by using a
gradient desent tehnique. In many appliations, we use a nite-dimensional
expansion of the funtional examples in terms of base funtions. This nite-
dimensional representation an then be plugged into existing algorithms as Ad-
aBoost, LogitBoost or L2Boost.
We foused on linear learning problems in Set. 2 for the sake of simpliity and
briefness, but it should be noted that Boosting methods an also be applied to
solve nonlinear funtional data problems.
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